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Abstract

Linde et al. (2021) compared the “two one-sided tests”, the “highest density interval –

region of practical equivalence”, and the “interval Bayes factor” approaches to establishing

equivalence in terms of power and Type I error rate using typical decision thresholds. They

found that the interval Bayes factor approach exhibited a higher power but also a higher

Type I error rate than the other approaches. In response, Campbell and Gustafson (2022)

showed that the performances of the three approaches can approximate one another when

they are calibrated to have the same Type I error rate. In this article, we argue that these

results have little bearing on how these approaches are used in practice; a concrete example

is used to highlight this important point.

Keywords: two one-sided tests, highest density interval, region of practical

equivalence, interval Bayes factor, optimal test, calibration
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Practical Implications of Equating Equivalence Tests: Reply to Campbell and

Gustafson (2022)

In a recent simulation study (Linde et al., 2021, henceforth LTSWvR), we compared

the performances of three approaches to establishing equivalence between two groups.

Specifically, we examined the statistical power and Type I error rate of the following

methods: (1) the “two one-sided tests” (TOST; Hodges & Lehmann, 1954; Schuirmann,

1987; Westlake, 1976); (2) the “highest density interval – region of practical equivalence”

(HDI-ROPE; Kruschke, 2011, 2015, 2018); and (3) the “interval Bayes factor” (BF; Morey

& Rouder, 2011; van Ravenzwaaij et al., 2019; see also Linde & van Ravenzwaaij, 2019).

LTSWvR found that when using typical parameters (i.e., α = .05 for TOST, 95% HDI for

HDI-ROPE, and BF thresholds of 3 and 10 for BF) the BF approach exhibited a higher

statistical power to detect equivalence but also a higher Type I error rate than the TOST

and HDI-ROPE approaches. This difference in operating characteristics was most evident

for relatively small sample sizes (i.e., n = 50 and n = 100 per group) and narrow

equivalence intervals (i.e., m = .1 and m = .2); in these cases, the TOST and HDI-ROPE

approaches were unable to conclude equivalence at all, and application of these procedures

would therefore result in a foregone conclusion.

In response, Campbell and Gustafson (2022, henceforth CG) demonstrated that the

HDI-ROPE, the BF, and the so-called “optimal test” (OT; Möllenhoff et al., 2022;

Romano, 2005) procedures for establishing equivalence “can be reverse-engineered from the

other (at least approximately)” so that they exhibit almost identical performance

characteristics (CG agree with LTSWvR where TOST is concerned). However, the

calibration results of CG often required the adoption of extreme and highly unorthodox

values, such as HDIs with coverage close to 0% instead of the typical 95% or BF thresholds

higher than 196. In our assessment, no researcher would ever apply these procedures with

such threshold values, and therefore we argue that the results of CG have limited impact

on statistical practice. Although we believe that CG provide a valuable contribution and
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important qualification to the findings of LTSWvR, we are worried that the readership is

left with the impression that it does not matter in practice which approach to establishing

equivalence is chosen.

To demonstrate why the choice of methodology for establishing equivalence matters

in practice, we reanalyzed a series of real studies (Galak et al., 2012) that attempted to

replicate experiments 8 and 9 of Bem (2011). In his original experiments, Bem (2011)

claimed to have found consistent evidence for the existence of precognition, the idea that

future events can retroactively influence current experiences and processes. We specifically

chose the replications of Galak et al. (2012) for our reanalyses because (1) we can safely

assume that the null hypothesis, claiming the absence of an effect, is in fact true (unless we

are willing to turn over major parts of the current scientific framework), which is necessary

since we want to determine whether the approaches to establishing equivalence make

correct decisions; and (2) Galak et al. (2012) provide summary statistics in their Table 1

that we can use for the reanalyses.1 We reanalyzed experiments 1−5, 6 (test-before

practice), and 7; we did not reanalyze the original experiments of Bem (2011) and

experiment 6 (practice-before-test) because in the latter case an effect was expected. The

relevant summary statistics of Table 1 in Galak et al. (2012) are reproduced in Table 1.

Some alterations to the procedures described in LTSWvR were necessary: Firstly, in

order to conform to the study designs in Galak et al. (2012), we adjusted the TOST,

HDI-ROPE, and BF procedures to work for one-sample designs. Secondly, CG agree with

LTSWvR that TOST is less suitable for relatively small sample sizes and therefore suggest

to use OT instead.2 This led us to include OT in addition to the TOST, HDI-ROPE, and

1 Table 1 of Galak et al. (2012) claims to report standard deviations but the reported t-values suggest that

the values that are indicated as standard deviations are actually standard errors.

2 It is noteworthy that when the sample mean (in case of the one-sample design) or the difference in

sample means (in case of the two-sample design) is exactly 0, OT provides a p-value of exactly 0,

irrespective of the sample size and the equivalence margin used. This is undesirable as the p-value should

not be so extreme in case we only have, say, N = 5 cases. Mathematically speaking, a sample mean or a
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Table 1

Summary statistics from Table 1

of Galak et al. (2012).

Study N M SE

1 112 −1.21 1.01

2 158 0.00 0.77

3 124 1.17 0.92

4 109 1.59 0.90

5 211 −0.49 0.69

6 (TBPa) 106 −0.29 0.88

7 2469 −0.05 0.22

Note. aTBP = test-before-practice.

BF approaches. For OT, we adapted the code in the Appendix of CG. Similar to LTSWvR,

we chose α = .05 for TOST and OT, 95% HDI for HDI-ROPE, and BFthr = 10 for BF.

Moreover, we used a standardized equivalence margin of m = .1 and a Cauchy prior scale

of r = 1/
√

2 for HDI-ROPE and BF. All code for our analyses can be examined at

https://osf.io/rvs9g/.

All-or-none Decisions

Table 2 shows the results of our reanalyses. Both TOST and HDI-ROPE only make

the correct decision of concluding equivalence in study 7. OT declares equivalence in

studies 2 and 7. Lastly, BF concludes equivalence in studies 2, 5, 6, and 7. Thus, BF makes

the most correct decisions.

Following the logic of CG, we can calibrate the four approaches, so that they make

sample mean difference of exactly 0 should never occur, but in practice researchers round their numbers to

finite decimals and as such this test may well produce extremely low p-values even for very little data.

https://osf.io/rvs9g/
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the same decisions. Specifically, if we would have used a Bayes factor threshold between

32.528 (cf. study 5) and 39.911 (cf. study 2), BF would have made the same two

equivalence conclusions as OT. Similarly, if we would have used a significance level

anywhere between α = .214 (cf. study 5) and α = .544 (cf. study 3), OT would have made

the same four equivalence decisions as BF. However, equating TOST, OT, HDI-ROPE, and

BF through this kind of calibration is cumbersome (it requires sifting through all the

analysis results and making post-hoc corrections), ad-hoc (different calibration levels for

each data set), and defeats the purpose of conducting statistical inference in the first place

(thresholds should be set based on substantive reasons or convention).

Bayes Factors Quantify Evidence

A Bayes factor does not require a decision threshold. That is, the Bayes factor

quantifies evidence; it compares the probability of the data under H0 to the probability of

the data under H1. In other words, it quantifies the relative predictive performance of the

rival hypotheses, and thereby yields the extent to which researchers should update their

beliefs after seeing the data. In contrast, a p-value resulting from TOST and OT does not

relate to the probability of the data under two hypotheses, but instead focuses solely on

the probability of the observed data (or data more extreme) under H0.

In our reanalyses of the Galak et al. (2012) replication experiments, the obtained

Bayes factors always provide evidence towards H0 (i.e., all BF01 > 3). For example, for

studies 1 and 3 we obtained BF01 = 8.205 and BF01 = 8.062, respectively. Even though we

cannot conclude equivalence in an all-or-none decision for these Bayes factors (because the

evidence falls below the stipulated threshold of 10), they still provide moderate evidence in

favor of equivalence. On the other hand, when the result of TOST or OT is a

non-significant p-value, we cannot conclude anything because it is impossible to disentangle

whether the non-significant p-value resulted from (1) equivalence at the population level

combined with insufficient statistical power; (2) non-equivalence at the population level

(Bakan, 1966; Keysers et al., 2020).
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Conclusion

We agree with CG that OT, HDI-ROPE, and BF can be calibrated to have the

same operating characteristics in terms of statistical power and Type I error rate. However,

this calibration requires the use of extreme, highly unorthodox settings; consequently, we

do not believe the calibration to be helpful for pragmatic researchers. Our reanalysis of the

Galak et al. (2012) replication experiments confirms the practical advantages of the BF

approach for equivalence testing.
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Table 2

Comparison of TOST, OT, HDI-ROPE, and BF for 7

replication experiments from Galak et al. (2012).

Method

Study TOST OT HDI-ROPE BF
(p-value) (p-value) (max |HDI|) (BF01)

1 .555 .544 0.293 8.205

2 .105 < .001 0.154 39.911

3 .563 .554 0.285 8.062

4 .764 .763 0.351 3.348

5 .229 .214 0.182 32.528

6 (TBPa) .243 .155 0.218 21.664

7 < .001 < .001 0.044 > 1000

Note. Cells with green background indicate equivalence

decisions. For TOST and OT, equivalence is concluded if

p < α = .05; for HDI-ROPE, equivalence is concluded if

max |HDI| < m = 0.1; for BF, equivalence is concluded if

BF01 > BFthr = 10.

aTBP = test-before-practice.
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